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Overview
With 17 restaurants, cafes and bars across both hotels, guests can
enjoy a different dining experience every day without having to leave
the resort. Take advantage of the complimentary resort shuttle and
integrated billing system, and hop from one restaurant to another
to savor Italian, Japanese, Indonesian, Indian, Chinese and Western
cuisine. Choose from a variety of venues, ranging from our sandfloored ocean-front restaurant to private dining rooms or a romantic
table just for two on our private jetty. Guests of both AYANA
and RIMBA enjoy priority access to the award-winning Rock Bar,
perched 14 meters above the ocean on natural rocks, while the
UNIQUE Rooftop Bar & Restaurant at RIMBA offers a tree-top
sunset experience and dining venue.

Rock Bar

Designed to accommodate up to 700 guests, Rock Bar’s expansive
oceanfront decks are terraced along the dramatic cliffs of Jimbaran’s
iconic ‘sunset coast’. Notable as Bali’s premier sunset, cocktail
and international DJ destination, Rock Bar invites you to enjoy
scrumptious bites with friends and family from an irresistible
collection of cosmopolitan cuisines including Breakfast By The Sea,
Sunset Tapas, Japanese, and Chinese. Please note, AYANA resort
guests receive priority access via the resort’s inclinator, and Rock
Bar’s standard dress code is a must.

To’ge

To’ge’s chefs present global comfort food served in a cozy, earthy and
modern ambience. The daily buffet breakfast also includes a lavish
selection of international favorites, with live cooking stations.

Kisik Bar And Grill (Seafood)

Take the inclinator down the cliff-face and choose your favorite
seafood from our ice-cold display, fresh from the boats! The dining
tables are situated on the sand and surrounded by the iridescent
Ocean Beach Pool.

Dava

This chic restaurant is designed in the shape of a lotus flower floating
on a pond, with open-air indoor and outdoor seating, private dining
rooms, and Martini Bar for classic and contemporary martinis.

H2O at River Pool

The café on the Cliff Villa poolside deck provides refreshing
beverages and a day-long menu of snacks and light meals.

Kampoeng Bali

Presenting a unique twist on RIMBA’s innovative collection of
notable restaurant and private event venues, Kampoeng Bali is
surrounded by a stunning lake, verdant rice paddy and edible gardens.
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, guests are welcomed into a
magical Balinese village atmosphere, where an unrivaled Balinese
buffet, and dynamic Kecak performance, await beneath the stars.

Cooking School

Situated within a modern, open-air structure, adjacent to RIMBA
Lawn and Tea Lounge, the new Cooking School is appointed with
cooking stations and a long table crafted from recycled sailboat
wood. Guests may choose from two unique programs, one that
includes a traditional market tour and Balinese offering ceremony.
Reservations are required at least 24 hours in advance.

Ah Yat Abalone Seafood

Ah Yat features authentic Cantonese cuisine with regional favorites
including its signature Abalone and Dim Sum. Stunning built-in
tanks hold various types of live seafood, cooked to your preference.

Honzen

Honzen serves spectacular Japanese cuisine in a contemporary
setting with Bar & Grill and private Tatami rooms in an ultra-stylish
two-storey venue with indoor and outdoor seating, overlooking
lush gardens and beautiful vistas.

Spa Cafe

Conveniently located within Thermes Marins Bali Spa, this
restaurant enables you to stroll over between spa treatments and
enjoy wellbeing spa cuisine while still leisurely attired in your
kimono and slippers.

Sami Sami

Serving trattoria-style Italian cuisine, this restaurant is located on
a bluff overlooking the Indian Ocean, offering brilliant views any
time. The rustic Italian cuisine includes a complete selection of
antipasti, main course, and classic desserts.

Warung Kubu

Located on the cliffs above our private Bali beach, this casual
‘warung’ offers panoramic ocean and sunset views. Warung Kubu
serves a menu of Balinese and international favorites, along with a
selection of cocktails, fresh young coconut and ice-cold beer. You
may also request your order to be delivered to you down on the
beach.

Orchid

Surrounded by RIMBA’s expansive lush lawns, the new Orchid is
a stunning architectural masterpiece inspired by graceful glass and
metal greenhouses. Brimming with warm natural light, Orchid
welcomes you to experience Traditional Afternoon Tea, starting
daily at 2PM. Or, enjoy a relaxing getaway, accompanied by your
favorite Dilmah tea, frozen signature cocktail, gourmet coffee, or
fresh pressed juice.

Damar Terrace

Surrounded by terraced lily ponds, Damar serves an all-day menu
of Asian favorites. It also offers fresh barbecue, afternoon tea, and
sunset cocktails in an exotic open-air courtyard terrace, lounge, and
pavilion with daybeds.

Unique Rooftop Bar & Restaurant

Situated high above RIMBA’s forested canopy, with 360-degree
views of the resort’s lush foliage and the Indian Ocean beyond,
UNIQUE Rooftop Bar and Restaurant features an exciting
Mexican menu to spice up your lunch or sunset dinner experience.
Choose a fresh fruit margarita, or specialty tequila, to complement
our chill-out DJ sessions, centered around the 25-meter, infinityedge swimming pool.

Padi

With an open Asian heritage-style kitchen where guests can enjoy
Indonesian, Indian and Thai flair dishes, Padi also features a weekly
Asian Spice Buffet includes a traditional dance performance by
children from the Hope Children’s Home. This thatch-roofed
restaurant is where AYANA buffet breakfast served each morning,
featuring an open kitchen and separate food stations of European,
American, Japanese, Chinese and Indonesian specialties.

Pesta Lobster

Voted the Most Romantic Dining Venue in Bali, this magical
30 meters AYANA’s private jetty with soft music from bamboo
xylophones beautifully presented four-course dinner including
three delectable lobster dishes and the most marvelous dessert
imaginable is served for your pleasure.

The Martini Club

The superb menu of over 50 classic and contemporary Martini
selections and fashionable cocktails are served either in the
contemporary glamour of an intimate club atmosphere, or at the
open-air terrace tables.
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